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Célébrez  a ceremony

Celebrate your wedding in the heart of

nature in a bucolic surrounding .

At  the  Heart of nature



Welcome your guests and enjoy your wedding

cocktail on our beautiful terraces.

Only one wedding is celebrated per date. All

our reception areas will be dedicated to your

event and your guests.

Ranging up to 350 sqm, our different areas,

filled with natural light will satisfy all your

desires.

Make the most beautiful day of your life

possible.

Your wedding reception
Sharing of emotion







Our Chef Benoist Rambaud and his team offer a wedding menu focusing on quality

products combined with extensive culinary knowledge and skill. The chef’s cuisine is a

perfect blend of French and world flavours, a real delight for your guests. The wine

will be carefully selected to accompy your dishes.

Restauration
Menu and wines



Our 108 rooms and suites, reflect the

surrounding nature and the history of

our hotel.

Your guests will be greeted with care

and will extend their stay and enjoy

with you every moment of the most

beautiful day of your life.

Special offers are available for them.

You will rest in a bridal suite, chosen

by us, which is offered you.

Rooms and Suites
Elegance and comfort



Enjoy a complimentary access to our

leisure facilities: indoor heated pool,

Jacuzzi, fitness room and outdoor tennis

court.

Our wellness area
Relaxation and ressourcing



Thanks to our event organization

experience, we have selected some

service providers, famous for their

professionalism.

To help you, we always suggest you

each of them : floral decoration,

professional photographer, make-up

and hairdressing, babysitting…

You are able to choose them or free to

have your own service supplier from

your own contacts.

Our suppliers
Quality and trust



Extend your celebration the day after your

wedding around a family and friendly

brunch, surrounded by your loved ones.

The day after ,,,
The brunch




